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The following dossier contains “classified” information as to my past as counter-terrorist field operative and very
sensitive data on my own scientific work in the domain of the so-called“ Influence Technologies.”
This dossier should be very carefully scrutinized by specialized personnel whose expertise gravitates around
domains such as (National and International) security: Personnel whose intellectual (or instinctive) readiness
drives them to look for new high-tech tools in the “PsyOps” warfare of tomorrow, such as my own subliminalweapons technologies.
I am ready to work for any private organization, any foreign nation, or any U.S. agency that can understand and
appreciate my work, my expertise, and my immediate usefulness. I have in my possession, literally, hundreds of
documents related to my past, some of which are very sensitive, that I am ready to exhibit to any potential
partner or client as long as I have verified, myself, his or her own credentials.
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LETTER OF INTRODUCTION
2238 Brookhaven Pass
Vista, CA 92083
Tel: (760) 944-3326
October 15,1998
To Whomever It May Concern: [in US government]
My name is Philip Savage. I am a 45 year old European scientist with a very solid background in Anthropology,
Criminology and Human Behavioral Sciences. During the 1970's, I was the youngest French Police Lieutenant
(Inspecteur) and undercover counter-terrorist field operative at the time.
In the 1980's, my practical expertise in the field of Subliminal Mind Control (cf. "Influence Technologies"),
brought dramatic results on thousands of human (and animal) subjects. The results of this technology, which I
have termed "Subliminal Neuro-Behavioral Bypass, have been documented by very many press articles,
scientific (and political) reports, and media testimonies.
What my technology does is to take over the Central Nervous System (CNS) of designated human subjects
(wherever they may be located in the World) beneath the threshold of their consciousness (Subliminal "Distant"
Influentiality). People actively exposed to my subliminal procedure, are driven to do, unconsciously things they
otherwise would not do (or are driven unconsciously not to do things that they otherwise would do).
As long as I am supplied with the minimum "intel" that is required for the intended purpose, I can absolutely
guarantee that, in response to being exposed to the effects of my technology, any chosen human target will soon
demonstrate some deep psycho-behavioral changes, with all the professional, legal, political and familial
consequences it entails. For many, this could entail a complete "subliminal brain reset."
After twenty-five years of scientific research (and much existential intensity that includes more than seven years
of forced exile), I have made the decision to put myself, somehow, on the international market.
I am ready for any test, any experiment, or any contract (in case of immediate client availability). After such
thorough scientific testing and tactical evaluation by any government, my technology, should form an invaluable
non-lethal weapon system in the fields of National and International Security.
For example, the success of my technology applied in the field of counter-terrorism and/or international
(ideological) criminology is extremely high, based on the years of practical under cover work in Europe in a unit
whose sole purpose was to answer terrorism by counter terrorist means.
My procedure can also be used for subliminal enhancement purposes: Beneath the threshold of their
awareness, business teams, athletes (humans or animals), discretional warfare special units, political staffs, etc.,
show dramatic and beneficial responses when they are purposely subjected to my technology.
Through advanced digitalized composite systems, my technology can effectively work on large numbers of
targeted people: Specific criminals, an undecided electorate, subliminal "agit-prop," to implant "insurrectionalthoughts" within large population segments of some so-called "rogue nation," etc.
If I had a choice, I will start right away to work with private or government clients: People who are intelligent
enough to use for their own best interests my futuristic technology (yet, which is immediately available) that
authorizes them to complete or exceed their industrial, strategical, political agenda (whatever that agenda may
be).
I cannot think of a person (or a group of persons working together toward a specific goal or toward some
material outcome) who would not benefit from using my "subliminal influence technologies" to bring about a
complete change of attitude (political, commercial, or personal) of some targeted individual (or individuals).

What has to be completely understood is that my technology is no longer theoretical. It is a fully developed
science that can be activated from anywhere in the world and hit any human targets (individual or collective)
wherever their location. There are no "anti-subliminal" counter measures. One cannot avoid the ineluctable (but
unconscious) taking over of his most essential centers of decisions (both intellectual and emotional), and one
cannot escape his/her own neuro-behavioral recalibration according to the client's specific objective.
If, too often, I am referring to new tests and experiments (as in this dossier), it is not because my technology
needs further tuning or improvement. On the contrary, those redundant tests are necessary to convince people
who could work with me, but who cannot afford to have the slightest doubt as to the very reality, frightening
efficiency, and unsurpassable value of my technology. If not for the purpose of proving this point with absolute
scientific and methodological certainty, I would not waste my time in such probative procedures.
In fact, I have reached (and actually crossed) my absolute threshold of decisional preparedness, which means
that I am absolutely ready to go, and I will. The purpose of the materials you are reading is to convince someone
to give me and my work the attention they deserve.
I have been around for quite some time and know perfectly well my immediate priorities. I need to live and
work in an environment where my usefulness is fully acknowledged and my safety factually guaranteed. I ought
to put back on track my personal projects, which have been very involuntarily interrupted (my ecological
commitment and my biocybernetic researches). To do so, I will need major funding. Quite logically, this funding
should come from marketing some of the most interesting aspects of my subliminal technology, a technology
that has no competitor in the world.
For instance, I would like to market the idea that after collection of some basic "intel" on the subject(s) whom (my
team and I have license to "subliminalize," he/she/they will, very quickly evince obvious signs of psychological
changes (and to some extent of complete existential abduction), when he/she/they have been appropriately and
purposefully exposed to my own "influence technology." I know for a fact that the quality of these operational
results will justify (and indeed exceed) the relatively high cost of the whole scientific procedure.
Philip Savage

SUBLIMINAL MIND-WEAPON TECHNOLOGY
“Influence Technologies"
Substantiation of the details of my personal credentials should get the attention my work deserves, rather than
be brushed off as "clearly preposterous." The following documentation is provided for someone in a position of
authority in the government or private business to substantiate me and my work as thoroughly as possible. The
sections are divided as follows:
I. Counter-Terrorism
I am an expert in the domain of counter-terrorism. which does not come from some theoretical academic studies
on the subject. It is the result of several years of deep undercover work in Europe during the 1970's as a
prominent counter-terrorist field operative.
II. Subliminal Psychoplectic Warfare
I have twenty-five years of necessary proof that my technology works, and works exceptionally well when it
comes to taking over people's mind from a distance. My technology has been tested in Europe and in the U.S.
by researchers in some of the most reputed scientific institutes.
III. Preliminary Testing of Subliminal lnfluentiality on Severe Bums
Simple initial tests on severe bums will trigger immediately anybody's interest, regardless of whether they are
familiar or not with the field of medicine. No one will miss the extent of the dramatic discrepancy I will create in
the clinical sequence of events that immediately follow my subliminal work on third-degree burns.
IV. Practical Applications on Pre-established Human Subjects
A) My technology could enable any Government to oust, in a short period of time, any "irremovable" leader of
some "rogue" nation, out of his/her position of control.
B) I can also produce a synthetic project of a global "holotype" of a criminal population, for example, that will
provoke observable changes in the criminological areas in question.
C) In the commercial sector, results include enhancement of sales force, increase of profit, conquest of new
markets, elimination of competition, etc.
V. Personal Agenda
I have no private secret agenda: I am more than eager to work (directly or indirectly) for the U.S. Government, in
exchange for a clean-slate new ID and substantial funding. I have, however, been virtually ignored, humiliated,
and even persecuted in America, and have no legal duties toward the U.S. Consequently, I have the right to
decide to use my own technology for some private business venture here or abroad.

I. COUNTER- TERRORISM
At the age of 21, I had already become the youngest Police Lieutenant (Inspecteur) of my generation. I was
commissioned as such, in the Police Academy of Cannes-Ecluse, Promotion/2 in 1975. My confidential number
of police identification (C.R.A.C.L.) was at this time 626 149. And, although they did not reflect the nature of real
undercover work, my first official assignment was the Second Territorial Brigade in Paris, 75018 (an elite unit
dealing as some "super-SWAT team" and homicide investigation at the same time, with enlarged territorial
jurisdiction).
My last assignment was the Bureau of Scientific Police (Criminalistics), still in Paris. This scientific unit, reputed
to be the best in the nation, was using the most sophisticated technologies, then available, to collect and analyze
scientific evidences coming from crime scenes. My own department (S.AT.I.), was dealing with criminal
Intelligence (collecting and interpreting specific data on murderers, fugitives, terrorists, etc.).
However, those assignments were only fronts, substantially unrelated to my real line of deep undercover work. In
the context of the mid-70's where domestic and international terrorism reached such intensity that Europe was
on the verge of political and social chaos, I found myself in charge of an ultra secret unit, operating in absolute
clandestinity, whose sole purpose was to answer terrorism by counter-terrorist means of equal or higher
terroristic nature.
This was the kind of unit that most European Governments, while denying it officially, had to resort to, back then,
in an eerie atmosphere of semi-civil war that has been long since forgotten. Those Governments made the
choice to try to save Democracy by what we would call today, very euphemistically, "not-entirely democratic"
methods. Needless to say that my unit was utterly expendable in essence and that, in case some of our missions
would have turned terribly wrong (some of us being put under arrest, for instance), we would have been. . . on
our own (that is to say. . . prematurely expended).
Because of the operational "compartmentalizing" of those paramilitary secret units, no coordination, nor
communication between them existed at my operative level. Indeed, I have no direct knowledge of other units
similar to mine that operated on other fronts. Only indirect or inferred information leads me to believe that, at this
time, my group was not the only one fighting subversion and terrorism with the same "methods. While their line
of work must have dealt with Leftist, Communist or Marxist terrorists, my own operational theater related, on the
contrary, to the most dangerous fringe elements of the French (and European) Extreme-Right (Neo-Fascists,
Neo-Nazis and other violent anti-Semitic organizations).
It is most obvious that, unless I am questioned, in person, by some people who have the required level of
clearance and all necessary official accreditation, I will not furnish any operational detail whatsoever on my
undercover work at this time. Very especially because our assignment was not only to "end with extreme
prejudice" the work of various terrorist fractions, but also, to carry out, falsely, in the name of the terrorists
themselves, some of the most dramatic (and infamous) paramilitary actions, on government (quite seldom) or
civilian (pretty often) sensitive targets. And, in doing so, to put terminal discredit on the cause and political
agenda of the terrorists. Nor to underestimate the political benefits for the "democratic" Government in place
which was getting some pretty juicy payoff from each new incoming election.
When the Marxists seized the power in France in 1981 (the very same year when my undercover work for the
Government ceased. . . officially), it had been already a couple of years since I had officially taken a leave and
that my secret unit had been disbanded. At this time I already knew that, although it looked like we had then
temporarily, won the war against the extreme-right, on the contrary, the war against Marxist subversion was lost,
most definitely. Fortunately for my physical survival and those who worked with me, according to welldocumented French political habits, all evidence (or files) on the undercover work of secret units such as mine
vanished, when the Conservative Government of Mr. Valery Giscard D'Estaing gave way to the Communist and
Socialist-Marxist Government of Mr. Francois Mitterrand.
Before turning the page on my time as counter-terrorist operative I would like, however, to mention that, years
before I became officially a Police Lieutenant (Inspecteur), I had been already working for Mr. Giscard D'Estaing:
Alongside his strong political agenda against Communism, the future President of France was also waging a war
(much more dangerous indeed), against the pro-Soviet and anti-American Government of the Infamous General
De Gaulle.

Although it is not so well known, the establishing and financing of right-wing paramilitary organizations such as
"Ordre Nouveau" (New Order) in France was part of Mr. Giscard D'Estaing's political agenda, immediately after
the death of De Gaulle. For reasons that belong to the operational details that I am not ready to discuss in here, I
was an important and active member of such powerful paramilitary forces as early as 1971.
Actually, as anybody who has been involved in the political climate of that period will remember, the fact that the
very paramilitary elite of "Ordre Nouveau" had formed the backbone of Mr. Giscard D'Estaing's 1974 presidential
campaign, was pretty much common knowledge (and widely publicized by the entire French Press, back then).
Due to its double struggle against Marxism and Gaullism, this campaign has been the most violent in the history
of the French Fifth Republic, ever. Dead and maimed corpses were strewn all over the place wherever Mr.
Giscard D'Estaing was holding a public meeting, facing hordes of armed Communists or Leftists. It happened
then under the ostentatious and provocative indifference of the French police entirely controlled, at this time, by
the Gaullists. If I remember it so vividly, it is because I was personally and physically part of those very dramatic
moments.
[section redacted]

